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Surviving the journey through the Royal Australasian College of Physicians (RACP) examinations requires grit, courage
and hard work. The second edition of How To Pass the RACP Written and Clinical Exams is fully updated to help
candidates – and those who teach them – dig deep to maximise their chances of success. This insider’s guide takes the
candidate through the whole process, from preparing for the Written Exam, through to presenting short and long cases in
the Clinical Exam. The authors’ experiences are combined with tips from recent candidates, wisdom from RACP
examiners and advice from specialist contributors. Additional chapters for post-exam registrars and supervisors include
career planning, providing feedback, preparing for interviews, and organising the Clinical Exam. As well as
comprehensive guidance for adult medicine candidates, this new edition includes ‘Paeds Points’ for paediatrics
trainees. Containing a wealth of information, pearls of wisdom, real-life examples and practical advice, this light-hearted
insider’s guide makes the path through the grueling RACP exams far easier.
MRCP PART 1: 400 BOFs, Second Edition, offers a wealth of practice questions covering the full range of topics tested in the MRCP Part 1
exam. Presented in a clear layout, chapters mirror the MRCP Part 1 syllabus to enable structured revision in each clinical specialty. Featuring
fully descriptive answers and extensive referencing, this book provides the essential revision tool to maximise chances of exam success. With
over 10% new practice material, including a new section on geriatric medicine in line with recent changes to the MRCP Part 1 syllabus,
MRCP PART 1: 400 BOFs 2nd Edition remains the go to resource for all candidates taking the MRCP Part 1 written exam. 400 BOFs,
reflecting the breadth of topics encountered in the actual exam New section on geriatric medicine to reflect recent changes to the MRCP Part
1 exam syllabus Practical advice on how to approach revision and useful tips to improve exam technique First edition published March 2013
(9781907816444) Amazon reviews of the first edition: Very good book, really useful A valuable read during my preparation for MRCP part 1.
It has a good range of topics pitched at a medium to hard difficulty level...Recommended.
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